
 

 

Dimensions of LIS : a planning tool for curriculum development 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
EUCLID has for some time focused on curriculum development by means of workshops and presentation at the 
annual BOBCATSSS conferences. The dimensions (or facets) were discussed last year by the EUCLID board 
and presented 
in Prague by the British board member, professor David Bawden of  City University. London. 
 
This paper, based on an analysis of the results of the Copenhagen workshop in August 2005, repeats, develops 
and exemplifies the basic ideas, e.g. the dimensions of curriculum development, starting with a description of 
the field of LIS and its main subdisciplines: Documents and other sources, knowledge organization, 
organisational structures and management.  
The division into three parts is not obvious and may easily be extended. The essential is to answer questions like 
WHAT do we mediate, HOW do we do it and WHY.  
The first part is mainly concerned with all kinds of documents (including collections of data), but may also 
include human sources and broadcasting. A study programme should include document typology – e.g. the main 
genres (fiction, non fiction) with a variety of subgenres, the document production, mediation and use. 
 
The second part, by some of us considered the part that best distinguishes LIS from other sciences, is 
Knowledge organization: Collection or reception and structuring of real and virtual aggregates of documents 
and data for conservation, search, retrieval and use, including all kinds of necessary tools like schemes, codes 
and programmes. When applied outside the traditional fields the term information or knowledge management is 
sometimes used. 
 
The third part is formed by the organizational and management structures considered necessary to perform the 
mediation tasks. This may include politics and legislation.    
 
These three parts describe the concept of LIS. The relative importance of the various sub disciplines is normally 
reflected by the time allocated or the number of pages to read. The corresponding figures may vary considerably 
from one school to another, but a certain tendency towards priority for KO is observable. 
 
   
 
2 DIMENSIONS OF LIS 
      
Let us now look at the various dimensions or facets of LIS education.  
 
 
2.1 LEVEL  
 
The first dimension to decide upon is the level of education. EUCLID being an organization for academic 
education, we exclude the secondary schools. We therefore have three basic levels: bachelor, master and doctor.  
Paramount for the organization of the bachelor studies is employability, but a certain amount of research 
methodology, in view of further studies, may be included.  
 
A master in LIS should keep the aim of employability (higher level positions) but this aim should be shared with 
the study of items preparing for a role in education and research. 
 
A PhD in LIS should prepare the doctorands for high level teaching and research, but employability in operative 
organizations should not be excluded.(post doctoral courses have not yet been discussed) 
 



 

 

These characteristics are all inspired by the BOLOGNA process.  
 
2.2 LENGTH 
 
We follow the BOLOGNA recommendations – e.g. three years for a bachelor study, two years for the master 
and three years for a doctorate. Shorter LIS courses may be organized independently or as parts of the three 
basic levels.   
 
 
2.3 DISCIPLINARITY 
 
By this term, perhaps a bad choice, is meant the kind of general decisions we have to make when the various 
levels of education are to be filled with content. Should LIS subjects stand alone or should they be 
supplemented with subjects from other fields? We should probably go for a multidisciplinary solution. This will 
open possibilities for LIS being a part of studies in other fields. 
Further, it may bring interesting methodological resources to our field. At the other hand, a unidisciplinary 
approach may strengthen LIS as a profession. 
 
 
2.4 SUBJECT ORDER  
 
Traditional professional education normally organizes courses in a rather strict order, based on well known 
principles as tools before application, simple before complex or general before special. With the academization 
of LIS education, this order has become less observed. May be we should discuss this issue ? Menu or à la 
carte? 
 
 
2.5 APPROACH      
 
Basically, we have three different ways of approaching the various LIS sub disciplines: 
 
The most important is of course the intermediaries’ approach – all the various disciplines and their subdivisions, 
providing the future workers in the field with good know-how, knowledge and attitudes. But in some areas, 
other approaches have been tried with success. 
Studies of the document producers approach to our institutions are rather seldom, but studies of the user 
approach are flourishing. 
As for the relative importance of the various approaches, it seems obvious to this speaker to give priority to the 
intermediaries, but user studies should be given due attention.   
  
 
2.6 CHRONOLOGY 
 
A subject can be studied synchronically and diachronically (history and futurology). It is easy to agree upon the 
necessity of both, but two problems remain. First, the relative importance, measured by hours or pages 
allocated. Obviously, in a professional education context, synchronic studies should prevail. 
Secondly, should diachronic studies be kept together or dealt with under the various subjects? Should the history 
of cataloguing be dealt with in Library history?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.7 SPECIAL THEMES 



 

 

 
During the Copenhagen workshop, several items came up which proved difficult to classify with a particular 
dimension, e.g. literacy, multiculturalism.   
 
The problem seems to be the same as in chronology. Should separate courses be made? Could such items go 
with an other subdivision, as a part, or should they be distributed over different courses? 
 
2-8 TOOLS 
  
The tool subjects (e.g. maths, statistics, programming, information technology, linguistics, educational 
psychology, general research methods,) 
offer  perhaps the most important differences between LIS education institutions. Several problems are 
associated with this dimension.  
Which subjects should be included? What should be the relative importance of these subjects related to the main 
LIS subjects? At which level – and when should they be taught?   
 
2-9 Practice 
 
Practice should form an integral part of the curriculum, especially at the bachelor level. It may be organized in 
various ways: Ordinary supervized work, special tasks, report writing or minor research projects.  
 
 
3  IMPORTANT REMARK 
   
It is considered impossible and unwise to aim at a common curriculum, as the cultural and political environment 
differs too much from one country to an other. Even within one country it is very hard to obtain agreement on 
common solutions. What we could agree upon, however, is to examine certain main problems, as exemplified in 
this paper: the main subdivisions and dimensions. Thus each institution may find its own solutions and share the 
experiences with colleagues. 
  
 
4  EXAMPLE: KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION CURRICULUM 
     
 
Main subdivisions 
 
---Document structure and typology- The internal retrieval systems of documents 
(content pages, indexes. references, notes, free text search) 
 
---Document analysis. Forms of knowledge, disciplines, topics, document forms, target groups and 
bibliographic data 
 
---Representation: Bibliographic description, access points, terms and codes for content and form description- 
Classification and indexing tools. Abstracting. 
  
--- Storage.  Retrieval systems - their typology, elements, functions and structure.   
  
--- Search and retrieval  methods, search languages, ranking , browsing evaluation methods  
 
 
  
 
 
 



 

 

Examination of the various dimensions with respect to these subdivisions shows: 
 
4-1 The level dimension will give different courses from basic ones at the bachelor level, more research based 
courses at the master level and a narrow selection at the doctoral level 
 
4-2 The length will follow the normal Bologna recommendations. 
 
4-3 The disciplinarity dimension, will, depending on our choices, lead to shorter courses at the bachelor level. 
 
4-4 The subject order dimension should probably be based on the “documentary chain” e.g. the order in which 
we deal with documents. 
 
4-5 The approach dimension will probably lead to courses in user behaviour studies 
 
4-6 The chronological dimension brings up courses in KO history and perhaps its future       
 
4-7 Among possible special themes, here are a few examples: Information literacy, KO and mashups, user 
participation in subject analysis.     
  
4-8 Research methods specific to KO could be given separate attention, or be dealt with as parts of the various 
subdivisions 
   
5 FINAL REMARKS 
 
Depending on the reception and comments, this paper may be developed into a draft proposal for common 
European principles for curriculum development and maintenance for presentation at the next council, taking 
place in Zadar, Croatia at the end of January 2008. 
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